CPP AFFILIATE NEWS (Friday, October 31, 2008)
For more information about the Cornell Population Program (CPP), please visit the CPP's Web site at http://www.cpp.cornell.edu/. If you would like to see additional information disseminated to CPP affiliates, please e-mail your suggestions to Erin Oates.
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SEMINARS

CPP-Sponsored Seminars

Monday, November 3rd (4:15-5:45PM in 115 Ives Hall)
Sixty Years after the Magic Carpet Ride: The Long-Run Effects of the Early Childhood Environment on Social and Economic Outcomes
Daniele Paserman, Department of Economics, Boston University
(joint w/Labor Economics & Behavioral Economics)

Friday, November 14th (12:00-1:00PM in G87 MVR Hall)
Gender Differences in the Effects of Religious Conservatism on Adult Socioeconomic Attainment
Jennifer Glass, Professor of Department of Policy Analysis and Management, Cornell University

Other Population-Relevant Seminars at Cornell

Monday November 3rd, (4:30-6:00PM, Lewis Auditorium, Goldwin Smith Hall)
The White House and the World: A Global Development Agenda
Nancy Birdsall, President of the Center for Global Development

Wednesday, November 5th (12:20-1:10PM, 135 Emerson Hall)
Improving Access of the Poor to Natural Resources
David Lee, Professor of Applied Economics and Management, Cornell University

Wednesday, November 5th (4:45-5:45PM, Lewis Auditorium/G76 in Goldwin Smith Hall)
Now That They've Won, What Will They Do? A panel discussion with Cornell faculty:
- Richard Booth, Professor of City & Regional Planning
- Fredrik Logevall, Professor of History
- Ted Lowi, Professor of American Studies
- M. Elizabeth Sanders, Professor of Government
- Joel Silbey, Professor of History

Wednesday, November 5th (2:00-3:30PM, 200 Savage Hall)
The Demand for Biofortified Foods: Reflections on Some Experimental Evidence
J.V. Meenakshi, Department of Economics, University of Delhi

Thursday, November 6th (2:30-4:00PM, G08 Uris Hall)
Children's Health, Water and Energy in Zambia: The Linkages with MDGs
Edwin MacLellan, Associate Professor of Environmental Science, Cape Breton University

Thursday, November 6th (12:20-1:10PM, 200 Savage Hall)
The World Food Programmes Gender Policy: Beyond Women and Girls?
Marcia Greenberg, Cornell University Law School
Wednesday, November 12th, (12:20-1:10PM, 135 Emerson Hall)  
Policy and Practice: International Development at Cornell  
Alice Pell, Vice Provost for International Relations, Cornell University and Director, Cornell International Institute for Food, Agriculture and Development

Thursday Nov 13th (4:30 - 5:45PM, 233 Plant Science)  
The Politics of Resource Allocation  
Neeraj Negi, Evaluation Officer at The World Bank.

CONFERENCES/WORKSHOPS

2008 APPAM Fall Research Conference, November 6-8, 2008, Los Angeles, CA. Theme: “The Next Decade What Are the Big Policy Challenges?”


EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Tier 1 Canada Research and Endowed Chair Positions at the Prentice Institute for Global Population and Economy, The University of Lethbridge. These positions will work collaboratively in the leadership of core research groups within the multidisciplinary Prentice Institute. For more information, contact Kelly Baron or Carol Robinson at 604-998-4032.

Assistant Professor of Sociology at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. The Department of Sociology at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill invites applicants for a tenure-track Assistant Professor position. Preference will be given to candidates in population studies. The appointment will begin Fall 2009. Priority will be given to completed applications received by November 15, 2008.

Michigan State University: Kellogg Biological Station and Sociology Department. Michigan State University seeks to fill two tenure track faculty positions (one Assistant Professor and one Associate/Full Professor). Questions and application should be sent to Sustainability@kbs.msu.edu. Review of applications will begin on November 15, 2008.


University of Texas-Austin: Department of Psychology. The university of Texas-Austin Department of Psychology and the Population Research Center (PRC) invite applications for a tenure track faculty position as a full-time Assistant Professor to
begin Fall 2009. Applications will be reviewed starting January 1, 2009 until the position is filled. For more information, contact Faculty Search Committee at pierce@psy.utexas.edu.

**NCHS/AcademyHealth Policy Fellowship.** The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and Preventions National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) and AcademyHealth are seeking applications for their 2009 Health Policy Fellowship. Applications due January 5, 2009.